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Laggards in the financial globalisation supercycle

leaders in the green supercycle?



1. Institutional supercycles

§ institutional change and macrofinancial developments are 
dynamically interlinked (Ferri and Minsky, 1992; Minsky, 
1995; Palley, 2011) - institutional supercycles.  

§ long-run cycles with distinctive distribution of power, 
institutional macro-financial architecture and hegemonic 
economic ideas. 

§ longer duration than business and financial cycles (Borio
et al., 2014; Filardo et al., 2019) and affect these cycles.
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Institutional supercycles

§ long-run cycles with distinctive distribution of power, 
institutional macro-financial architecture and hegemonic 
economic ideas. 

§ thwarting mechanisms: customs, institutions and policy 
interventions that reduce the amplitude of cycles and contain 
instability by putting ceilings and floors on dynamic paths of 
economic systems.

§ eroded by : private innovation and long-run instability  
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Institutional supercycles
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The financial globalisation supercycle

§ redistribution of power towards global finance: new class 
within the financial system, whose power has steadily 
increased during the financial globalisation supercycle. 

§ neo-rentiers: financial institutions whose activities are 
geared towards the production of new asset classes via 
shadow banking /market-based finance 

§ profitability = daily changes in asset prices via mark-to-
market balance sheet effects (Lindo, 2013; Orian Peer 2016; 
Gabor 2018a; Gabor and Vestergaard; 2016, 2018). 
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The financial globalisation supercycle
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2. Euroarea – laggards of the financial 
globalisation supercycle
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Expansion: Debt expansion 
becomes a key source of growth; 
shadow banking grows as IC 
thwarting mechanisms erode.  
Maturity: shadow banking 
erodes public collateral-based 
liquidity provision (BIS, 1999; 
Gabor, 2016) in global financial 
cycle (Rey, 2015; Rey and 
Agrippino 2016; Bruno and 
Shin, 2014, 2015); 
Crisis: LOLR does not work; 
introduction of MMLR 
Genesis: green supercyle
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Euroarea in the FG maturity phase: accommodate 
neorentier practices in macrofinancial architecture

*Monetary policy 
implementation via repos 
(Gabor and Ban 2016)

*Repo/sovereign bonds: export 
neorentier model for 
government bond markets 
outside US– global financial 
cycle
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Euroarea in the FG supercycle crisis phase

Source: Barthelemy et al. (2018) 

Political obstacles to new thwarting mechanisms:

- no MMLR until Draghi’s ‘whatever it takes’

- no single safe asset (bund exorbitant privilege 
reinforced by ECB LOLR framework, see Gabor 
and Vestergaard 2018)

- austerity and political instability
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Crisis phase: destroy national safe assets, prevent 
single safe asset

Sovereign debt in the Euro area – too safe or too risky? 
Benoit Cœuré (2016)



3. Euroarea – leading the genesis of a green 
supercycle?

§ high economic activity and employment without undermining 
ecological sustainability.

§ UK Green Finance Strategy: all carrot, no stick and no 
thwarting mechanisms
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climate crisis as strategic 
opportunity for City 
competitiveness in green 
finance market 

carrots for greening 
mortgage market

private ESG taxonomies 
(rating environmental, social 
and governance practices) 
used by neorentiers

voluntary disclosure of TCFD 
risks (Bank of England) 

green (washing) financial 
globalisation 
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3. Euroarea – leading the genesis of a green 
supercycle?

§ high economic activity and employment without undermining 
ecological sustainability.

§ UK Green Finance Strategy: all carrot, no stick, no thwarting 
mechanisms  

§ new euroarea thwarting mechanisms that could initiate a 
green supercycle.
– Green (unconventional) monetary policy framework  - green collateral
– Minimize greenwashing:  EU sustainable finance taxonomy - mandatory disclosure; 
– Use taxonomy for green macropru and ECB balance sheet for mitigating transition 

risks
– Green FTT and Green single safe asset for European Green New Deal 
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Can EU institutions initiate a new supercycle?

§ Clear transition path for greening the central bank balance sheet, 
financial system and economy 

§ Just transition path: re-shaping the macro-financial architecture for 
Green New Deal(s) –where burden of decarbonization does not fall 
excessively on workers, sharpen inequality or create deflation
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https://www.rebuildingmacroeconomics.ac.uk/projects/m
anaging-supercycles-globalisation-and-institutional-
change/

https://www.rebuildingmacroeconomics.ac.uk/projects/managing-supercycles-globalisation-and-institutional-change/

